Numerical simulation of natural convection in an inclined porous cavity under time-periodic boundary conditions with a partially active thermal side wall
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Natural convection in an inclined porous cavity with positively or negatively inclined angles is studied numerically for time-periodic boundary conditions on the left side wall and partially active thermal boundary conditions on the right wall. The results show that a partially active thermal boundary condition on wall B can lead to heat transfer between two opposing vertical side walls. Temperature locations on wall B have significant effects on heat transfer of wall B, but weak effects on that of wall A. Compared with the uniform thermal boundaries, the non-uniform temperature distributions on wall B can reduce the oscillation amplitude of \( \text{Nu}_B \). The absolute value of \( \text{Nu}_{av} \) for the uniform boundary condition on wall B is highest when \(|\phi| > 30^\circ\) and the differences of \( \text{Nu}_{av} \) between different boundary conditions on wall B decrease with the increasing of \(|\phi|\).

1. Introduction

Fluid flow and heat transfer of natural convection in a fluid-saturated porous medium has been a subject of considerable interest to scientists and researchers due to its wide range of geophysical and engineering applications such as geothermal systems, nuclear and chemical reactors, cooling of electronic devices, high performance building insulation, and solar power collectors. Representative studies in this field have been very well summarized in the books by and Pop and Ingham,1 Vafai2 and Nield and Bejan.3

In the past two decades, natural convection in a system with time oscillating boundary conditions has received much attention.4–16 Kazmierczak and Chinoda4 numerically studied the problem of laminar buoyancy-driven flow in a square cavity driven by a warm vertical wall, having a uniform surface temperature whose magnitude is changing sinusoidally with time. They found that the effect of the periodically changing wall temperature is felt only partially into the enclosure and, overall, the time-averaged heat transfer across the enclosure is rather insensitive to the time-dependent boundary condition. Lage et al.5 numerically and theoretically investigated natural convection in a two-dimensional square enclosure with one side cold and isothermal, and the other side heated with pulsating heat flux. Antohe et al.6,7 theoretically and numerically studied heat and momentum transport in a rectangular enclosure filled with clear fluid or fully saturated porous medium, under time-periodic horizontal heating. They found that the convection intensity within the enclosure increases linearly with heating amplitude for a wide range of parameters. Kwak et al.8 numerically investigated time-varying natural convection of an incompressible Boussinesq fluid in a sidewall-heated square cavity. The temperature at the cold sidewall \( T_c \) is constant, but at the hot sidewall a time-varying temperature condition is prescribed. Kwak et al.8,9 numerically investigated natural convection of an incompressible fluid in a square cavity which has a constant-temperature cold sidewall and an opposite hot sidewall with sinusoidally-varying temperature profile. It was found that a large-amplitude wall temperature oscillation causes an augmentation of the time-mean heat transfer rate. The maximum gain of the time-mean Nusselt number in the interior occurs at the resonance frequency, at which maximal fluctuations of the Nusselt number are found. The mechanism for resonant enhancement of the time-mean heat transfer is described. Chung et al.10 numerically studied finite-wall effect on buoyant convection in an enclosure with pulsating exterior surface temperature. The finite-wall effect on the shift of resonance frequency is discussed. The temperature oscillation at the interior surface of the solid wall is examined, and the convection-modified model is introduced to describe the alteration in the temperature contrast across the fluid portion. Sarris et al.11 numerically studied natural convection in a two-dimensional, rectangular enclosure with sinusoidal temperature profile on the upper wall and adiabatic conditions on the bottom and sidewalls, the applied sinusoidal temperature is
symmetric with respect to the midplane of the enclosure. They found that the values of the maximum and the minimum local Nusselt number at the upper wall are shown to increase with increasing Rayleigh number. Bilgen et al.\textsuperscript{13} numerically investigated natural convection in enclosure with heating and cooling by sinusoidal temperature profiles on one side. Jha and Ajbade\textsuperscript{14} recently reported the effect of viscous dissipation on natural convection flow between vertical parallel plates with time-periodic boundary conditions. It was found that, in presence of viscous dissipation, fluids of relatively small Prandtl number has higher temperature than the channel plates and as such, heat is being transferred from the fluid to the plate. Huang et al.\textsuperscript{15,16} numerically studied conjugate conduction-natural convection in an enclosure with time-periodic sidewall temperature and inclination. They found that the total heat transfer rate of enclosure is dependent on the amplitude and period of the pulsating sidewall temperature. The heat transfer rate increases as the pulsating amplitude increases. They also investigated natural convection in a square enclosure induced by inner circular cylinder with time-periodic pulsating temperature and analyzed the influence of pulsating temperature on the unsteady fluid flow and heat transfer in the square enclosure.

A survey of the above exiting literatures has shown that most of these studies dealt with natural convection of fluid in an enclosure with time-periodic boundary conditions. However, studies of natural convection in a fluid-saturated porous medium system subject to the same boundary conditions are relatively scarce.\textsuperscript{17–22} Antohe and Lage\textsuperscript{7} theoretically and numerically studied the natural convection flow within a fluid saturated porous medium enclosure subjected to intermittent heating from the side (hot wall). They found that at the resonance frequency the fluid saturated porous medium system behaves as a dynamic thermal insulator in which the strong natural convection activity within the system, characterized by high amplitude heat flow oscillations. By two types of experimental methods, Kazmierczak and Muley\textsuperscript{18} experimentally investigated natural convection in a horizontal porous layer heated from below. It was found that the steady-state heat-transfer rate through the enclosure is greater in the porous layer containing a thin top fluid layer. The transient experiments showed that the cycle-averaged heat-transfer rate through the layer is different from its steady-state value when the bottom wall temperature oscillates. The heat transfer may increase or decrease, which depends strongly on the kind of upper surface condition.

It is worth noting that Kalabin et al.\textsuperscript{19} reported that the time-averaged Nusselt number is not zero for an inclined cavity with a sinusoidal wall temperature on one side of the wall and a constant average temperature on the opposing side. This system has no temperature difference between the opposing two side walls in a time-averaged sense and there is actually no heat transfer between the walls when these side walls are kept vertical. They found that the average Nusselt number takes a maximum value at an inclined angle of about $\varphi = 54^\circ$ and dimensionless frequency $f = 20\pi$ for Grashof numbers ($2 \times 10^5$ and $Gr = 3 \times 10^5$). Their findings could be used for controlling the natural convection heat transfer rate. They studied cavity flow, but similar phenomena may be expected to occur in porous media. Wang et al.\textsuperscript{20,21} studied the natural convection in an inclined porous cavity with one side wall (upward facing) of oscillating temperature and the opposing side wall (downward facing) at constant average temperature. Numerical results were obtained for the values of the inclined angle $0^\circ < \varphi < 80^\circ$ and various values of dimensionless oscillating frequency. They found the time-averaged heat flux is always transferred from the upward-facing wall to downward-facing wall for a porous enclosure. They obtained the maximum heat flux at an inclined angle of $42.2^\circ$ and the dimensionless frequency of $46.7\pi$. They also studied the effects of positive/negative inclined angles of the cavity and various values of oscillation frequency on the natural convection heat transfer. Similar studies were also performed by Wang et al.\textsuperscript{22} They numerically investigated three-dimensional unsteady natural convections in an inclined porous cavity with time oscillating boundary conditions. It was found that, with proper selection of inclination angle and oscillation frequency, the natural convection heat transfer will be significantly improved and the maximal heat fluxes are finally obtained with the optimal combinations of $f = 35\pi$, $a_1 = 50$, $a_2 = 45$ when $Ra = 10^6$ and $f = 40\pi$, $a_1 = 45^\circ$, $a_2 = 45$ when $Ra = 10^7$. Recently, natural convection heat transfer enhancement in an air filled square cavity periodically cooled from above was numerically investigated by Raji et al.\textsuperscript{23} They found that variable cooling temperatures could lead to a drastic change in the flow structure and the corresponding heat transfer, especially at specific low periods of the cold variable temperatures. This leads to a resonance phenomenon characterized by an important increase in heat transfer by about 46.1% compared to the case of a constant cold temperature boundary condition. Bhadauria et al.\textsuperscript{24} studied the effects of time-periodic thermal boundary conditions and internal heating on heat transport in a porous medium. The effects of internal Rayleigh number, amplitude and frequency of modulation, thermo-mechanical anisotropies, and Vadasz number on heat transport had been analyzed and depicted graphically. Wang et al.\textsuperscript{25} numerically investigated natural convection heat transfer of copper-water nanofluid in a square cavity with time-periodic boundary temperature. They found that the copper nanoparticles have a pronounced influence on the oscillating behaviors for the flow and temperature fields, as well as the average Nusselt number. The results indicated that the addition of copper nanoparticles causes a remarkable increase in time-averaged Nusselt number. Soto-Meca et al.\textsuperscript{26} numerically studied the heat and mass transfer performance of a double diffusive lid driven cavity under pulsating flow. They found that the pulsating flow regime is found to be an effective tool for improving the efficiency of heat and mass transfer applications. The results allow the characterization of the operation performance of high efficiency mass and heat transfer systems in the case of double diffusive mixed convection problems based on pulsating flow conditions.

A careful review of the existing literature reveals that there lacks fundamental information regarding the heat transfer characteristic of porous enclosure under time-periodic
boundary conditions with partially active thermal side wall. In addition to natural convection in porous enclosures with uniform thermal boundaries, recently attention has been intensively paid to the cases with non-uniform temperature distributions on the walls.\textsuperscript{27–30} For example, heat transfer in partially opened enclosures filled with porous medium exists in some applications like, solar energy collection and cooling of electronic components, in which the active walls may be subject to abrupt temperature non-uniformities due to shading or other effects. The relative position of the hot and cold wall regions has significant effects on the fluid flow and heat transfer in the porous medium. Oztop \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{27} numerically investigated the steady natural convection in a partially opened enclosure filled with porous media using the Brinkman–Forchheimer model and the effects of pertinent parameters such as Grashof number, Darcy number, porosity, length of the heated wall and the location center of the opened cavity were examined. Sankar \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{28} numerically studied natural convection in cavity filled with porous medium with partially and sinusoidal thermal active sidewalls under local thermal non-equilibrium conditions.

As well known, natural convection heat transfer in inclined cavities also has many important applications, such as solar energy collectors, double-glazed windows, car batteries, electronic cooling systems, and crystal growth.\textsuperscript{29} Basak \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{31–35} analyzed natural convection within inclined porous square cavities for various inclination angles via the heatline and entropy generation approaches and the strategic application of entropy generation concept for optimization of the natural convection in inclined porous square cavities. They also studied entropy generation during natural convection in a triangular enclosure with various configurations for the linearly heated inclined walls, and the heatline patterns during natural convection for different types of Dirichlet heatfunction boundary conditions. The enclosures with various shapes (square, curved, trapezoidal, tilted square and parallelogrammic) are considered with various thermal boundary conditions. Cho \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{36} numerically investigated natural convection heat transfer performance and entropy generation of Al$_2$O$_3$–water nanofluid in an inclined wavy-wall cavity. The simulations focus specifically on the effects of the cavity inclination angle, nanoparticle volume fraction. Kefayati \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{37} numerically simulated entropy generation of associated with the natural convection of non-Newtonian nanofluid using the Buongiorno’s mathematical model in an inclined cavity. They found that the augmentation of the power-law index enhances various entropy generations in different Rayleigh numbers and inclined angles. The aim of present paper is to numerically investigate natural convection in an inclined porous cavity with positive or negative inclined angles for time-periodic boundary conditions on left side wall and partially active thermal boundary conditions on right wall. In the following sections, firstly, the physical models and mathematical formulations of the problem are given. Subsequently, a numerical simulation of the full governing equations is carried out to study the transport structures and heat transfer rate. The results from the numerical computations are then discussed in detail. Finally, the conclusions are given.

2. Mathematical formulation

The two-dimensional inclined enclosure under investigation is filled with a fluid-saturated porous medium. The schematic configuration of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1, and six different simulated modes are shown in Fig. 2, with $L$ denoting the side length of the square enclosure. Fig. 1a and b show a cavity that is tilted at a positive or negative angle $\phi$ with respect to the horizontal, respectively. The fluid is a Newtonian incompressible fluid ($Pr = 1$), and the porous medium is considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. Furthermore, the porous medium is assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium with the fluid.

The temperature of right wall (wall B) of the cavity is partially kept constant at $T_0$, while the remaining part of the right walls is insulated, the temperature of the opposing side wall (wall A) varies sinusoidally in time with a mean temperature $T_0$. The other two walls of the cavity are adiabatic. The thermophysical properties of the fluid and the porous material are taken to be constant except for the density variation in the buoyancy force, which is treated by the Boussinesq approximation.

Lauriat and Prasad\textsuperscript{41} examined the relative importance of inertia and viscous forces on natural convection in porous media for a differentially heated vertical cavity. They found that there exists an asymptotic convection regime where the solution is independent of the permeability of the porous matrix, or the Darcy (Da) and Forchheimer (Fs) numbers. The higher the fluid Rayleigh number, Ra, the earlier this regime starts in terms of Da and Fs. The Brinkman-extended Darcy formulation used in the literature,\textsuperscript{41} which does not include the quadratic drag effect (i.e. Forchheimer term), is adopted for modeling the fluid flow in the porous medium, the governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy in two-dimensional, laminar flow are as follows.

\begin{equation}
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{\epsilon} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{\epsilon} (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{v} = -\frac{1}{\rho_e} \nabla p - \frac{\nu_l}{K} \mathbf{v} + \nu_v \nabla^2 \mathbf{v} - \beta (T - T_0) \mathbf{g}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(\rho c)_w \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (\rho c)_w \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla T = k_m \nabla^2 T
\end{equation}

where $\beta$ is the fluid volumetric expansion coefficient, $\mathbf{g}$ is the gravitational acceleration vector, $\mathbf{v}$ represents the filtration velocity vector, $\rho_e$ is the fluid density, $\nu_l$ is the fluid kinematic viscosity, $\epsilon$ and $K$ are the porosity and permeability of the porous medium, respectively, $T$ stands for temperature, $t$ for time, $k_m$ is the stagnant thermal conductivity of porous medium, and $\nu_v$ is the effective kinematic viscosity of the porous medium. The value of $\nu_l$ is used as an approximate value of $\nu_v$, i.e., $\nu_v = \nu_l$, and
respectively. Pr and Da are the Prandtl number and the Darcy number, respectively. αm is the modified thermal diffusivity defined as

\[ k_m = (\rho c)_T. \]

The governing eqn (1)-(3) can be written in the following dimensionless forms:

\[
\frac{\partial U}{\partial X} + \frac{\partial V}{\partial Y} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\varepsilon} \frac{\partial U}{\partial \tau} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon^2} \left( U \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial X^2} + V \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial X \partial Y} \right) = -\frac{\partial P}{\partial X} + Pr\nu^2 V - \frac{Pr}{Da} U
\]

\[
+ RaPr\theta \sin \phi
\]

\[
1 \frac{\partial V}{\partial \tau} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon^2} \left( U \frac{\partial^2 V}{\partial X^2} + V \frac{\partial^2 V}{\partial X \partial Y} \right) = -\frac{\partial P}{\partial Y} + Pr\nu^2 V - \frac{Pr}{Da} V
\]

\[
+ RaPr\theta \cos \phi
\]

\[
\sigma \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial \tau} + U \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial Y} = \nabla^2 \theta
\]

where \( \phi \) is the inclined angle of the cavity. The heat capacity ratio \( \sigma \) and Rayleigh number \( Ra \) are defined as

\[
\sigma = \frac{(\rho c)_T}{(\rho c)_L}, \quad Ra = \frac{g \delta T \alpha_m^3}{\nu \alpha_m},
\]

The corresponding dimensionless initial and boundary conditions are given by

\[
\tau = 0: \quad U = V = 0, \quad \theta = 0
\]

\[
X = 0: \quad U = V = 0, \quad \theta = \sin f \tau
\]

\[
X = 1: \quad U = V = 0, \quad \theta = 0 \quad \text{cooling portion}
\]

\[
Y = 0, \quad 1: \quad U = V = 0, \quad \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial Y} = 0
\]

where \( f \) is the dimensionless oscillating frequency of the boundary temperature and is defined as

\[
f = \frac{\omega H^2}{\alpha_m}
\]

The ratio between length of cooling wall and height of cavity wall is defined as:

\[
\xi = \frac{L_T}{L}
\]
The geometrically averaged Nu at walls A and B are given as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nu}_A &= \int_0^1 \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} |_{X=0} \, dY \\
\text{Nu}_B &= \int_0^1 \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} |_{X=1} \, dY
\end{align*}
\] (14)

The time-averaged Nusselt number in one period along the oscillating temperature wall and constant temperature wall are defined as
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nu}_{Av} &= \frac{f}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi/f} \int_0^1 \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} |_{X=0} \, dY \, d\tau \\
\text{Nu}_{Av} &= \frac{f}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi/f} \int_0^1 \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} |_{X=1} \, dY \, d\tau
\end{align*}
\]
(15)

where \(\tau_p\) is the dimensionless period of the temperature oscillation and \(\tau_p = 2\pi/f\).

3. Numerical method

The dimensionless governing eqn (6)–(9) are solved using the SIMPLER algorithm outlined by Patankar.\textsuperscript{29} The convective terms are discretized by using the QUICK scheme reported by Hayase et al.,\textsuperscript{30} and a second-order central difference scheme is used for the diffusion terms. The resulting algebraic equations are solved by the tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA).

The convergence of computations is declared at each time instant when the following criterion is satisfied:
\[
\sum_{i,j} |\varphi_{i,j}^{n+1} - \varphi_{i,j}^n| / \sum_{i,j} |\varphi_{i,j}^n| \leq 10^{-5}
\] (16)

where \(\varphi\) stands for \(U, V, \) and \(\theta\); \(n\) is an internal iteration number. Accuracy tests were performed using three sets of grids: \(41 \times 41, 51 \times 51, \) and \(61 \times 61.\) The results indicate insignificant differences between the \(51 \times 51\) and \(61 \times 61\) grids as shown in Wang et al.\textsuperscript{24} Therefore, for all computations in this paper, a \(51\times 51\) staggered, non-uniform grid was employed. Grid stretching was made to cluster the mesh points near the boundary walls, where sharp gradients of velocity and temperature are expected. To validate the computer code, we solved the problem of two-dimensional natural convection in a vertical porous cavity as studied by Lauriat and Prasad.\textsuperscript{41} The one vertical wall of the cavity is isothermally heated at \(T_h\) and the other vertical wall is cooled at constant temperature \(T_c,\) while the horizontal

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Comparison of average Nusselt number predictions with the computed data of Lauriat and Prasad (1989) (Pr = 1)}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Ra & Da & \(\epsilon\) & Present & Lauriat and Prasad\textsuperscript{21} \\
\hline
\(10^6\) & \(10^{-4}\) & 0.4 & 25.75 & 25.70 \\
\(10^7\) & \(10^{-4}\) & 0.4 & 3.102 & 3.06 \\
\(10^8\) & \(10^{-6}\) & 0.1 & 1.073 & 1.07 \\
\(10^9\) & \(10^{-6}\) & 0.4 & 13.34 & 13.22 \\
\(10^9\) & \(10^{-2}\) & 0.4 & 1.02 & 1.02 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Fig. 3 Sequential plots of stream functions for case A during one period for \(f = 20\pi\) and \(\varphi = 45^\circ\) at \(Ra = 10^5, Da = 10^{-3}, Pr = 1,\) and \(\epsilon = 0.6.\)
walls are adiabatic. As shown in Table 1, the detailed comparison of average Nusselt number predictions with the data obtained by Lauriat and Prasad are listed in ref. 21. These comprehensive verification efforts demonstrated the robustness and accuracy of the present numerical method, which can be attributed to the applying for simulation of natural convection in an inclined porous cavity displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5  Sequential plots of stream functions for case C during one period for $f = 20\pi$ and $\varphi = 45^\circ$ at $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, and $\varepsilon = 0.6$.

Fig. 6  Sequential plots of stream functions for case D during one period for $f = 20\pi$ and $\varphi = 45^\circ$ at $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, and $\varepsilon = 0.6$.

Fig. 7  Sequential plots of stream functions for case E during one period for $f = 20\pi$ and $\varphi = 45^\circ$ at $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, and $\varepsilon = 0.6$.

Fig. 8  Sequential plots of stream functions for case F during one period for $f = 20\pi$ and $\varphi = 45^\circ$ at $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, and $\varepsilon = 0.6$. 
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4. Results and discussion

In this paper, the effects of partially active thermal location on wall B, positive/negative inclined angle and oscillating frequency on natural convection are mainly investigated, the Rayleigh, Darcy, and Prandtl numbers, porosity, and the heat capacity ratio are kept constant: $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, $\varepsilon = 0.6$, and $\sigma = 1$. In this study, the time step is $\Delta \tau = 1 \times 10^{-5}$. In order to obtain a standing oscillating solution independent of the initial state, 5–10 oscillating periods are needed to be calculated. Based on the above given conditions, numerical results are obtained for the values of the inclined angles $\varphi = \pm 15^\circ$, $\pm 30^\circ$, $\pm 45^\circ$, $\pm 60^\circ$, and $\pm 75^\circ$, and the dimensionless oscillation frequency $f = 20\pi$, $60\pi$, and $100\pi$.

4.1. Flow and thermal fields

Fig. 3–8 show the time-dependent flow patterns and isotherms over the duration of the ninth period ($\tau = 0.8–0.9$) for $f = 20\pi$ and $\varphi = 45^\circ$, respectively. The solid lines indicate the positive contour values, while the dashed lines indicate the negative contour values. It is evident from Fig. 3 that, due to asymmetric thermal boundary condition and inclined cavity, asymmetric flow field distribution appears in cavity, the streamlines vary in different patterns, and clockwise (solid lines) and counter clockwise (dots lines) rotations exist simultaneously during one period. The flow patterns in cavity changes continuously during one period due to the variation of thermal boundary condition on left wall. Also, it can be seen from Fig. 3–8 that the forms of boundary conditions on wall B have significant effects on isotherms and flow patterns of porous cavity. Firstly, the flow pattern of porous cavity is quite complicated in one period, which varies with the change of the temperature of at wall A, the single clockwise cell occurs in the entire cavity during half cycle of the oscillation period. For another half cycle of the oscillation period, there are two circulations with same or inverse directions of rotation in the cavity because the instantaneous temperature of wall A is higher or lower than the constant average temperature. Secondly, it is interesting to find that, the position of vortex center near wall B move with the locations of wall B whose temperature is partially kept constant at $T_{tot}$, the number of vortex center near wall B equals the number of partially active thermal locations at $\tau = 0.875$ (Fig. 6g and Fig. 8g) which indicates that the periodically cooled and thermal insulated by right wall (wall B) can lead to the fluid rise up from the portion of the heated part of left side wall and flow down along the right side wall with uniformly cooled.

![Fig. 9](image_url)  
**Fig. 9** Transient responses of the average Nusselt numbers for wall A ($X = 0$) and wall B ($X = 1$) for $f = 20\pi$, $\varphi = 0^\circ$. 
boundary condition forming a rotating cell inside the cavity, and the number of rotating cell increases with increasing the number of heated section at left side wall.

4.2. Effects of partially active thermal locations and positive/negative angles of inclination on heat transfer

In order to consider the effect of partially active thermal locations on heat transfer of porous cavity, the other boundary parameters are all kept constant as $\varphi = 0^\circ, f = 20\pi, Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, $\epsilon = 0.6$, and $\sigma = 1$. Fig. 9 shows the transient responses of the average Nusselt numbers for wall A ($X = 0$) and wall B ($X = 1$). As shown in Fig. 9, firstly, $Nu_A$ and $Nu_B$ fluctuate with the oscillation of temperature on wall A, which are not symmetrical about the lines $Nu_A = 0$ or $Nu_B = 0$. Compared with the simulation results of uniform thermal boundary condition as shown in Wang et al., the time-averaged Nusselt number $Nu_{av}$ are not on the order of $10^{-8}$ when the right wall (wall B) of the cavity is partially kept constant at $T_0$, as shown in Table 2, which indicates that partially active thermal boundary condition on wall B can lead to temperature difference between the opposing two side walls in a time-averaged sense and there is actually heat transfer between the walls when these side walls are kept vertical. It may be noted that partially thermal active wall leads to heat transfer area difference between vertical side walls, and the heat transfer balance is broken and heat transfer occurs between two vertical side walls of the porous cavity, the total heat transfer in cavity can be changed by non-uniform thermal boundary conditions. Secondly, the values of time-averaged Nusselt number $Nu_{av}$ are positive or negative for different boundary conditions on wall A of porous cavity, which indicates that different forms of partially active thermal locations at wall B provide different temperature distributions and lead to positive and negative total net heat flux between two vertical side walls of porous cavity.

Fig. 10 and 11 show transient responses of the average Nusselt numbers for wall A ($X = 0$) and wall B ($X = 1$) for $f = 20\pi$, $\varphi = 45^\circ$ and $\varphi = -60^\circ$. It can be seen that temperature locations on wall B have significant effects on the heat transfer of wall B, but weak on that of wall A. Compared with the uniform thermal boundaries, the non-uniform temperature distributions on wall B can reduce the oscillation amplitude of $Nu_B$ due to the heat transfer boundary length of right wall shortens, the oscillation amplitude of $Nu_B$ of case C is the minimal and which of case D is the maximum among seven kinds of boundary condition on wall B. It is due to that, with the increase of the value of side wall location, the natural convection is developed and enhanced along with the flow direction. The transient values of $Nu_A$ and $Nu_B$ present symmetrical distribution about the lines of $Nu_A = 0$ or $Nu_B = 0$.

Table 2 Summary of the time-averaged Nusselt numbers for different partially active thermal locations ($\varphi = 0^\circ$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$Nu_{av}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.9177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-0.8796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-0.0358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-0.3848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.4280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al.</td>
<td>$2.23 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 Transient responses of the average Nusselt numbers for wall A ($X = 0$) and wall B ($X = 1$) for $f = 20\pi$, $\varphi = 45^\circ$ and $\varphi = -45^\circ$. 

Fig. 11 Transient responses of the average Nusselt numbers for wall A ($X = 0$) and wall B ($X = 1$) for $f = 20\pi$, $\varphi = 45^\circ$ and $\varphi = -60^\circ$. 
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Fig. 12 reflects the variations of time-averaged Nusselt number with positive or negative inclined angles for different partially thermal active locations and oscillating frequency at $Ra = 10^6$, $Da = 10^{-3}$, $Pr = 1$, and $\epsilon = 0.6$. The results show that the oscillating frequency has weak effect on the heat transfer of porous cavity. The time-average Nusselt number profile is symmetric about the center point of line $Nu_{av} = 0$, which implies that positive/negative angles of inclination of porous cavity can change the heat flux direction in cavity. The time-average Nusselt numbers reach a maximum value at $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$ for uniform temperature distribution on wall B, and reach maximum value at $\varphi = \pm 25^\circ$ for non-uniform
temperature distribution on wall B. Also, the maximum value of NuA, for uniform boundary condition on wall B is higher than those of non-uniform boundary conditions. It can be observed that, the absolute value of NuA, for uniform boundary condition on wall B is highest when |φ| > 30°. When |φ| < 40°, the difference of NuA, between case A and case B becomes maximum. Obviously, the differences of NuA, between different boundary conditions on wall B decrease as increasing of |φ|, which reveals that the pattern of partially active thermal wall has weak effects on heat transfer behavior in porous cavity when the vertical walls of cavity become horizontally top or bottom walls (φ = ±90°). In these cases, the heat transfer in cavity is similar to that with stationary fluid and the heat transfer is due to pure conduction.

5. Conclusions

Natural convection in an inclined porous cavity with positive/ negative inclined angles is numerical simulated for the case of one wall with the sinusoidal oscillating temperature and the opposing wall being partially thermal active. Main attention has been focused on the effect of the main factors, including the partially thermal active pattern on side wall, positive/negative angles of inclination and dimensionless oscillating frequency, on the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in porous cavity. Main conclusions are as follows.

1) The transient responses in the average Nusselt numbers NuA and NuB fluctuate with the oscillation of temperature on wall A, which are not symmetrical about the line Y = 0. Partially active thermal boundary condition on wall B can lead to heat transfer between two opposing vertical side walls.

2) Different forms of partially active thermal locations at wall B provide positive and negative total net heat flux of porous cavity. The temperature locations on wall B have significant effects on heat transfer of wall B, but weak on that on wall A.

3) Compared with the uniform thermal boundaries, the non-uniform temperature distributions on wall B can reduce the oscillation amplitude of NuB. Compared with the NuB under other kind of boundary conditions on wall B, the oscillation amplitude of NuB of case C is minimal.

4) The absolute value of NuA, for uniform boundary condition on wall B is highest when |φ| > 30°. When |φ| < 40°, the difference of NuA, between case A and case B become maximum and the differences of NuA, between different boundary conditions on wall B decrease as increasing of |φ|.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Specific heat, J (kg⁻¹ K⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Darcy number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Dimensionless oscillation frequency, ωh²/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Gravitational acceleration, m s⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Side length of cavity, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity, W (m⁻¹ K⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Permeability of the porous medium, m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuA</td>
<td>Average Nusselt number computed over oscillating temperature wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuB</td>
<td>Average Nusselt number computed over constant temperature wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuav</td>
<td>Time-averaged Nusselt number in one period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Density, kg m⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αf</td>
<td>Thermal diffusivity of fluid, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αm</td>
<td>Thermal diffusivity of porous medium, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>Coefficient of volume expansion, K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>Porosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>Dimensionless temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>νf</td>
<td>Effective kinematic viscosity, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>νt</td>
<td>Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Dimensionless time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τp</td>
<td>Dimensionless period of oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Heat capacity ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>Oscillation frequency, s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>Inclined angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, Y</td>
<td>Non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, y</td>
<td>Cartesian coordinates, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ, v</td>
<td>Velocity components along x and y axes, m s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Density, kg m⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν</td>
<td>Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αf</td>
<td>Thermal diffusivity of fluid, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αm</td>
<td>Thermal diffusivity of porous medium, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>Coefficient of volume expansion, K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>Porosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>Dimensionless temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>νf</td>
<td>Effective kinematic viscosity, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>νt</td>
<td>Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Dimensionless time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τp</td>
<td>Dimensionless period of oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Heat capacity ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>Oscillation frequency, s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>Inclined angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ξ</td>
<td>Ratio between length of active thermal wall and height of cavity wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Superscript

- Time-averaged value

subscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Constant temperature wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Oscillating temperature wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Fluid-saturated porous medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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